
Clean, Safe and Hygienic
CERAMIC INDUSTRIAL FLOOR TILES FOR THE FOOD  
AND BEVERAGE INDUSTRY



Very economical
Floor tiles from Argelith can be confidently called an economic miracle.  A tough cost compa-

rison with other industrial flooring solutions will show who the winner is:

After 25 years of use, the other floor types would have needed to be replaced up to six 

times! It is a reassuring feeling to know that your ceramic floor can last for 25 years or 

more without failure. 

Floors for the Beverage and  
Food Industry
Always stay nice and clean! 
That is the most important requirement for a floor in the food industry. The requirements and standards set by the 

legislative authority or a workplace safety board cannot be ignored. It is the same with the standards that we set 

ourselves for our tiles and that are set for us by the German national, European international and USFDA guidelines.

Page 4-7

Hexagonal  
Success
Advantages of Hexalith® in appli-
cations of the beverage and food 
industry
The floor plays a major role in the building construction 

and is the foundation of the whole production area – 

all machines are mounted on it.

Page 8-11
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A Strong Partner 
Argelith, through worldwide partnerships with first class tiling contractors and engineers and 

with representatives world wide, ensures absolute technical competence. We have success-

fully completed projects all around the globe.

Clean, Safe  
and Stylish
Floors from Argelith in the Food and  
Hospitality Trade  

You can find Argelith floor tiles wherever food  

is handled: from the production of a cookie, to the 

grocery store or wholesaler where it is purchased, to the 

café where someone enjoys it with their coffee. 
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Strong tiles for 
Heaviest Loads
There are loads placed on an Argelith ceramic tile that 

simply cannot be simulated. They must be experienced 

and withstood. A tour of some industries shows 

the truly shocking loads that a ceramic floor can be 

subjected to! 

Page 14

What makes 
Argelith ceramic                     
tiles so special?
All our ceramic tiles feature a micro-compressed structure 

manufactured under the tightest quality controls. 

Page 15

Products and  
references
Page 16-19
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Floors for the beverage industry
Our tile collection for wet conditions
Argelith tiles shrug off any contact with moisture. That´s why you normally find them laid 

where conditions are particularly wet – in bottling or packaging halls of breweries and the 

beverage industry. This is a result of the high density of our industrial ceramic tiles ensuring 

that the tile only absorbs a minimal amount of liquid. The high density and minimal water 

absorption also means our tiles are very hygienic. 

Argelith tiles are easy to clean. Safety and hygiene technicians are always delighted to hear 

that our floor tiles are resistant to oils, acids and caustic solutions – yet another reason for 

insisting on an Argelith floor surface.

To ensure that no one slips on a wet floor, you can choose from a variety of surface finishes: with 

or without a profile (nopped or pyramid) – depending on the relevant local safety requirements. 

We guarantee tread safety for a lifetime.

No matter which tile from our collection you opt for, you will have made a sound choice. If 

it were any different, we would not have well-known manufacturers of brand-name goods 

relying on Argelith time after time, please see selected references on page 19.

Always stay nice and clean!
That is the most important requirement for a floor in the food industry. The requirements and 

standards set by the legislative authority or a workplace safety board cannot be ignored. It is 

the same with the standards that we set ourselves for our tiles and that are set for us by the 

German national, European international and USFDA guidelines.

Each country has its own requirements – therefore it is necessary to know someone who 

knows the rules. Argelith does – and in many food industry projects there are floors of 

Argelith tiles installed that are of a higher standard than required. These companies are 

therefore equipped for the future and the higher standards that may be required. The EC 

standards were for many of the member states a new experience – Argelith helped them to 

meet these requirements.
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 WHICHEVER INGREDIENT YOU NEED…

The Tile Advantage:

Ceramic floors – be convinced
Advantages of ceramic tile floors in the food industry
Reliability, easy cleaning and a trouble free service life – these are the challenges posed on  

a floor in the food industry. A floor from Argelith is the right decision – for decades to come.

The floor plays a critical role in the construction of a building. It is the foundation for the 

whole production and all the machinery stands on it. Damage can often be difficult to repair 

and the consequences can be serious, even resulting in loss of production to make the 

necessary repairs. It is better to choose the best materials and installation right from the start 

of planning than be forced to spend even more down the road correcting problems that need 

not have happened!

The advantage of a ceramic tile floor from Argelith results from its thickness and strength.  

The use of industrial ceramic tiles from Argelith has become the standard in areas that require 

chemical resistance (for example against cleaning products and steam cleaners) or that must 

face the demands of a loading area where forklifts and pallet jacks are used.

Highest mechanical loads possible

Chemical resistant

Steam jet cleaning possible

Temperature resistant, even above 212° F

Ability to repair small areas invisibly

Resistant to abrasion

Absolute stain resistance

Heavy machines and production facilities stand safely on Argelith floors

Water absorption less than 0.1 % 

No impregnation or sealing necessary 

Easy cleaning and low maintenance

No glazing necessary

Highly economical
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CLASSIC SERIES – EXAMPLE OF USE: MIHA
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Hexagonal Success
Advantages of Hexalith® tiles in Food and Beverage Industry 
Applications 

The floor area plays a critical role in a production facility. It is the foundation of the entire 

production area – and all the machinery is mounted on it.

Damage in a production area can be difficult to repair and the consequences can be serious 

– the worst case scenario would be the temporary closing of the facility resulting in loss of 

production.  It is more economical to plan with and use the best materials right from the start 

and avoid problems in the future!

Hexalith® tiles have several advantages in use resulting from their thickness and shape.  

Hexalith® tiles are ideal for use in wet areas that are heavily treated with chemicals or in 

areas that experience heavy traffic from forklifts or pallet jacks. When combined with installa-

tion using the vibration method (resulting in a homogeneous floor structure – the mortar bed 

and tile are installed as a single step – see Argelith leaflet “The Vibration Method”) many 

problems can be avoided entirely.

The virtually round shape of the tile allows for creation of slopes in a variety of angles without 

lippage problems. Resulting in optimized drainage.

Hexalith® tiles have been used successfully by companies where the highest thermal, mecha-

nical and / or chemical loads are found. The special characteristics of ”Hexalith®” tiles make 

for easy and complete cleaning resulting in the hygienic surface that is required. This results 

in higher productivity and reduced costs.

      SERIES HEXALITH ®

Dark gray 

Cream yellow

Sand yellow

Gray porphyr

Arkona white

Beige

Light gray

Atlanta

Natura
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Higher mechanical, thermal and chemical loads are possible

The Hexagonal shape allows the creation of perfect slopes.  
The water from production flows into the drains via the shortest 
route.

The built in spacer of Hexalith® provides narrow joints and so a 
very high mutual bond

The different surface textures of the Hexagonal tile allow applica- 
tions of different tread safety requirements.

Using the vibration method provides a flat floor, easy to maintain 
with highest compressive strength

The Hexagonal shape is the ideal header for the edges. When a heavily 
loaded roller passes over the joints 90% cross at an acute angle.
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Clean, safe,  
heavy duty
Exact and narrow joints
The joints are always critical areas in an industrial floor. With the Hexalith® Spacer we  

ensure narrow joints, while also ensuring a perfect filling of the joint.

Strong Partner
Argelith provides you through our own representatives and worldwide partnerships with first 

class tiling contractors and engineers ensuring absolute technical competence. Projects like 

one of the biggest Dairy Companies in Saudi Arabia (376,000 sq ft. production area) or 

breweries in South Africa (280,000 sq ft. production area) are handled problem-free and 

reliably. We want you to concentrate on your daily business and to rely on your strong 

partner… Argelith Ceramic Tiles.

The most important  
advantages at a glance
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Floors in food processing
Bakery floors have some major challenges:
Thermal stresses caused by flat wafer production lines – the ovens are open at the 

bottom – cause coated floor coverings to melt. Cracks from different expansion coefficients 

of floor coverings and subsurface will cause hygiene difficulties. The ¾" thick Argelith tiles 

absorb the heat slowly and do not allow thermal shocks to affect the foundation. This 

keeps the subsurface at a stable temperature and protects the floor surface from damage. 

Furthermore, an Argelith floor can bear highest point loads from machinery or vehicles.

Cleaning of ceramic floors in bakeries has been a problem in the past. Floors with square or 

rectangular tiles had wide joints – when cleaned and dried, the cleaning squeegee gets stuck 

in the deep grout joint and leaves dirty water behind. With Argelith Hexalith® tiles joint widths 

of 1/16" are automatically created. When mechanically filled with grouting material the joints 

are at virtually the same level as the tile so that the floor appears seamless. The hexagonal 

shape of the tiles means no squeegee will get caught in a joint anymore.

Long-term colour stability
Acids from juice and dairy products are poison for many floor coverings: coatings change 

colors and bleach out after a short while. Repairs can be done only in large areas and you 

can never make them invisible. Tile floors are „sealed“ when grouted with epoxy during the 

installation, but this is only temporary. The impregnation abrades, especially in these wet 

and chemically loaded areas. Porous tiles absorb liquids and give micro-organisms a chance to 

survive in the tiles creating unhygienic conditions. This typically results in a floor that exhibits 

black stains. The same happens with glazed tiles as the glaze is just surface protection. Only 

Argelith provides tiles which are dense through and through to provide lifelong reliability.  

Argelith ceramic tiles through their extreme top to bottom density do not allow penetration of 

contaminants and thereby staining. Due to their consistent structure even after years of use 

and abrasion the water resistance is maintained.

Material  
requirements  
table

4¼ x 5" 5/8"

¾"

4 x 8" 5/8"

¾"

4½ x 9½" 5/8"

¾"

8 x 16" ½"

5/8"

8 x 8" 5/8"

¾"

12 x 12" 5/8"

¾"

  
 
 
Format Thickness
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Hexagonal

Square

Rectangular

FOOD PROCESSING
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GROCERY / RESTAURANT / HOSPITALITY

Clean, Safe and Stylish
Guests in a restaurant do not want to enjoy meals in a filthy environment. The first impression 

when entering a cafe, bar or restaurant is very important. Trust in a catering and servicing 

company is critical in these times of food contamination and food-borne illness outbreaks.

With Argelith ceramic tiles you are guaranteed easy and cost effective cleaning – for the 

lifetime of the floor. Due to the density of the complete tile body, not only the surface is 

protected but the whole tile. Customers stepping into a room bring dust and grit with them. 

Glazed tiles would then become scratched, shabby and difficult to clean. The hard-fired 

Argelith tiles protect you from these worries.

Does the floor in your serving area become slippery when food or beverage falls or when 

people come in when it is raining? Argelith has a full range of slip resistant surfaces for all 

applications. This assures that you employees and/or customers never get into uncomfortable 

or risky situations. 

Argelith is known for the hardest and thickest tiles in the world – but did you know Argelith 

tiles can be stylish, too? Your design will be up-to-date with the Dekortec series, in tile sizes 

up to 12 x 12" or 8 x 16". Ask for samples!

Material  
requirements  
table

8 x 8" 5/8"

¾"

12 x 12" ½"

5/8"

8 x 16" ½"

5/8"

  
 
 
Format Thickness
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Rectangular



CARRÉE SERIES – 
EXAMPLE OF USE: CREAM YELLOW & ANTHRACITE
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EXCEPTIONALLY TOUGH UNDER PRESSURE

We support the heavy weights
There are loads placed on an Argelith ceramic tile that simply cannot be simulated.  

They must be experienced and withstood. A tour of some industries shows the truly  

shocking loads that an industrial ceramic floor can be subjected to!

Even when not in operation industrial production plants place several tons of weight onto 

just a few inches of floor supporting them. When the plants are running they create additional 

vibrations and oscillations that generate further stresses. None of these things can make an 

impact on Argelith ceramic tiles.

Heavy-duty carts with rollers are often used when several tons of weight are moved around 

in a production plant. Since Argelith ceramic tiles feature an exceptionally high point-load  

capacity, in addition to a great compressive and bending strength, they can easily carry 

the  weight. The chamfering on the upper four edges of Argelith tiles ensures that vibration 

compacted floors are additionally protected against cracking and fractures caused by heavy 

moving equipment. This is why the plastics, glass, paper, automotive, aviation and painting  

industries use Argelith ceramic tiles.

The fracture patterns shown here resulted from the application 

of the forces listed below.

The results of the test are clear:

The thicker the tile, the greater the load required 

to cause fracture.

The load-distribution effect of tiles is dependent 

on their thickness.

The tests were carried out with a load increase of approx. 

1000N (corresponds to 100kg or 220lb) per second.

The test was ended when breakage occured. In all cases this 

was accompanied by visible damage to the test pieces.

5/8“ tile on a concrete slab
Fracture of the slab, including tile, 
at 37 800 N (average value)

System with thin tile - 1/3“ System with thick tile - ¾“

¾“ tile on a concrete slab
Fracture of the slab, including tile, 
at 45 200 N (average value)

Source: Säurefliesner-Vereinigung e.V. Testing and Consultancy Institute for Wall and Floor Coverings
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What makes Argelith Ceramic Tiles so special?
All of our fully vitrified ceramic tiles feature this mvtec technology with results in a micro- 

compressed structure manufactured under the tightest quality controls. 

Ceramic tiles from Argelith are pressed under tremendous pressure and go through a  

precisely controlled firing process. As a result of this exacting process our tiles achieve the 

best test results. The extremely low water absorption of less than 0.1 % is obtained without  

glazing or sealing. This means excellent stain resistance, easy cleaning and an ultra long 

service life.

All very good reasons to plan with Argelith!

Water absorption less than 0.1 %

No sealing necessary, even after years

Consistent density from top to bottom

Easy cleaning and low maintenance means cost effective

No glazing

Highly economical 

Durable tread safety

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

Ideal for wet areas

Stoneware manufactured by  
Argelith conforms to CE regulations.

Porcelain tiles
This picture shows the cross section of an Argelith tile, prepared with a high-quality water-
jet-cutter. The cut demonstrates the overall micro-density of the Argelith fully vitrified tile. 
Nearly impervious! 

DON’T CRY OVER SPILT…
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C E R A M I C  T I L E S
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COLORS and COLORCODES

ACCESSORY TILES

Technical values: tested according to DIN EN ISO 10545 Section 1-16

Argelith ceramic tiles comply in all tested properties with the requirements of 
the material Norm DIN EN 14411, Section G, Group B I and UGL.

 Example: Requirement according
 Hexalith 108 x 125 x 18 mm to DIN EN 14411 Argelith Bodenkeramik

Modulus of rupture N/mm2 and min. 35 N/mm2 ca. 73,3 ± 4,1 
average breaking strength in N  ca. 15289 ± 911

Resistance against deep wear max. 175 mm3 ca. 100 mm3

Water absorption in weight - % max. 0,5 % < 0,05 %

The above values are an extract from a test certificate.  We will happily send you a test certificate for 
your desired material.

Internal 
corners 

External 
corners

Internal right angle

External right angle Stair tread tile

Strip tile

Stair tread
Wall top covering

Sit-on skirting

Strip tile

Bullnose

Coved base skirting

Security: Argelith ceramic tiles meet the key requirements in the high load areas of industrial and commercial projects. 
And they always exceed the required standards!

Slip resistant
Argelith meets the requirements 

for all areas of application.
(R10-R13 and V04-V10)

Frost resistant
Argelith tiles do not crack, 
even in low temperatures 

and at thermal shocks

Ecologically sound
Only natural materials with no 

chemical additives are used

Chemical resistant
Argelith tiles are unglazed and 

oil, acid and alkali resistant

Maximum load bearing
Argelith products are inher-

ently elastic and can withstand 
high pressure

Surfaces
Ceramic Tiles:

Smooth
R 9 - R 10 - R 11

Security
R 12

Nopped/Star
R 12/ V 04
R 12/ V 06
R 13/ V 08

Safety Plus
R 13/ V 10

Beige 300 Arkona white 310 Cream yellow 410Sand yellow 400

Light gray 200 Dark gray 210 Anthracite 230Titanium gray 220

Tessa 613

Atlanta 250 Gray porphyr 251

Dehner 606 Alisa 607Katerina 602

Tina 611Gitta 610Katja 608

Cora 600

Miha 614

Walnut 727 Blue-red flamed           150Oak Wood 726Larch 722

Sandstorm 751 Brick red 110Galaxyit 730



Required Slip Resistance by ASR A1.5/1.2

Beverage Production 
 Fermenting rooms   R10
 Beverage bottling, fruit juice manufacture R11

Food Production 
 Manufacture of fresh milk and butter  R12
 Manufacture, storage and packing of cheese R11
 Manufacture of ice cream   R12
 Manufacture of pastry (bakery)  R11
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REFERENCES
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DAIRIES
 3.500 sqm Milcobel Moorslede, Belgium
 3.700 sqm Eden Vail Creamery Edinburgh, Great Britain
 4.000 sqm Staplemead Frome Somerset, Great Britain
 2.100 sqm R&R Ice Cream Leeming Bar, Great Britain
 12.000 sqm Luxlait Bissen, Luxemburg
 5.000 sqm  Friesland Campina  Borculo, Netherlands
 6.400 sqm Cono Kaasmaker Westbeemster, Netherlands
 2.000 sqm Friesland Campina Workum, Netherlands
 1.600 sqm Friesland Campina Ede, Netherlands
 800 sqm Friesland Campina Meppel, Netherlands
 800 sqm Tine Tana, Norway
 17.000 sqm Mlekpol Grajweo, Poland
 6.000 sqm Danone Tychy, Poland
 3.500 sqm Lacpol Piotrków Kujawski, Poland
 1.200 sqm Friesland Campina Stupino, Russia
 5.000 sqm Eker Süt Bursa, Turkey
 8.200 sqm Kaanlar Tekirdag, Turkey 
 6.230 sqm Akova Adana, Turkey

 2.900 sqm Nestlé 6th of October, Egypt
 2.400 sqm Danone Cairo, Egypt
 10.000 sqm Mihan Ice Cream Tehran, Iran
 5.300 sqm Kalleh Ice Cream Tehran, Iran
 39.000 sqm Almarai CPP2 Al Kharj, Saudi Arabia
 2.500 sqm Teeba Dairy Amman, Jordan

 1.800 sqm Unilever R&D Shanghai, China
 2.000 sqm Unilever R&D Ladkrabang, Thailand
 1.700 sqm FrieslandCampina Foremost Bangkok, Thailand
 1.800 sqm FrieslandCampina Dutch Lady HoChiMinh City, Vietnam

 3.850 sqm Daisy Brand Casa Grande, AZ, USA 
 3.900 sqm Daisy Brand Garland, TX USA 
 1.950 sqm Byrne Dairy Syracuse, NY, USA 
 
BAKERY
 1.800 sqm Arlberger Dorfbäckerei Ruetz Pettneu, Austria
 2.700 sqm Lotus Bakeries Lembeke, Belgium
 2.000 sqm Lotus Bakeries Ostakker, Belgium
 1.000 sqm Crêperie Faure Plouedern, France
 3.400 sqm Park Cakes Bakery Oldham, Great Britain
 1.200 sqm Avana Bakeries (Premier Foods) Newport, Gwent, Great Britain
 2.900 sqm Maypole Bakery Qormi, Malta
 11.000 sqm Bakkerij Holland Nijverdal, Netherlands

 5.000 sqm Edita Food Industries 6th of October City, Egypt
 7.300 sqm Wafra Food Industries Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
 4.500 sqm Alifard Co. (Shiva Bakery) Tehran, Iran
 11.100 sqm Saadeddin Pastry Ryadh, Saudi Arabia
 38.000 sqm  Western Bakeries Al Kharj, Saudi Arabia
 
MEAT INDUSTRY  
 600 sqm Dachsberger Fleisch Eggenburg, Austria
 800 sqm Vlevico (Colruyt) Halle, Belgium
 5.500 sqm PZM Stoislaw Koszalin, Poland
 3.100 sqm Sibirskaya Prod. Komp. Novosibirsk, Russia
 6.500 sqm Grischuna Meat Landquart, Switzerland

 1.800 sqm Marina Foods Tehran, Iran
 4.000 sqm Siniora Foods Amman, Jordan
 3.800 sqm Hijazi & Ghosheh Amman, Jordan
 10.500 sqm Hail Agricultural Dev. Co. Hail, Saudi Arabia
 
OTHER FOOD  
 1.950 sqm Spak Foods Susice, Czech Republic
 1.400 sqm Bonduelle Békéscsaba, Hungary
 4.500 sqm Dr. Oetker Janossomorja, Hungary
 7.500 sqm Dr. Oetker Pizza Lebcz, Poland
 4.400 sqm Develey Spices Moscow, Russia
 1.500 sqm Döhler Lobnja, Russia
 2.100 sqm Leaf Confectionery Levice, Slovakia

 2.250 sqm Alexandria Agriculture Alexandria, Egypt
 1.250 sqm Unilever Accra, Ghana 
 4.400 sqm Swani Food Tripoli, Libya
 12.000 sqm Judi for Food Industry Tripoli, Libya
 3.000 sqm Cadbury  Lagos, Nigeria
 2.700 sqm Dangote Sugar Lagos, Nigeria

 820 sqm Chips & Mixers Sydney, Australia

 600 sqm HEINZ 6th of October, Egypt 
 1.200 sqm Dijla Food Amman, Jordan
 3.050 sqm Saudi Modern Foods Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
 18.000 sqm Almarai Cradle Al Kharj, Saudi Arabia
 1.100 sqm Royal Catering  Abu Dhabi, UAE

 9.500 sqm Worker´s Village Kitchen Abu Dhabi, UAE
 15.300 sqm Halwani Saudi Arabia
 9.000 sqm Forsan Foods Saudi Arabia
 4.000 sqm Bafarat Group (Rana) Saudi Arabia
 800 sqm Kraft Foods                     Bahrain

BREWERIES  
 4.000 sqm  Duvel Moortgat Puurs, Belgium
 5.200 sqm Brasserie Jupiler Jupille Sur Meuse, Belgium
 1.900 sqm Brouwerij Lindeman Vlezenbeek, Belgium 
 2.500 sqm Efes Pilsen Akhalgori, Georgia
 1.100 sqm Meantime Brewery London, Great Britain
 2.000 sqm Bofferding Bascharage, Luxemburg
 4.500 sqm Bavaria Lieshout, Netherlands
 6.200 sqm Heineken Zoeterwoude, Netherlands
 8.000 sqm Kompania Piwowarska „Lech“ Poznan, Poland
 12.000 sqm Kompania Piwowarska „Tyskie” Tychy, Poland
 3.000 sqm Efes Pilsen Moscow, Russia
 2.300 sqm Wolga Brewery Nizhny Novgorod, Russia
	 2.000	sqm	 Samson	(InBev)	 České	BudČjovic,	Czech	Republic
 2.900 sqm Türk Tuborg Izmir, Turkey

 4.500 sqm Brasseries et Limonaderies Bujumbura, Burundi
 2.500 sqm Brasco Pointe Noire, Congo
 6.000 sqm Kasapreko Distillery Accra, Ghana
 4.800 sqm Dashen Brewery Addis Abeba, Ethiopia
 18.000 sqm Nigerian Breweries Lagos, Benin City, Nigeria
 26.000 sqm Sedibeng Brewery Kliprivier, South Africa
 4.800 sqm Zambian Breweries Ndola, Zambia

 900 sqm San Miguel Foshan, China
 9.000 sqm Heineken GAPB Guangzhou, China
 2.500 sqm Heineken Jakarta, Indonesia
	 8.000	sqm	 Thai	Asia	Pacific	Breweries	 Bangkok,	Thailand
 15.000 sqm Vietnam Breweries  Danang & HoChiMinh, Vietnam
 11.500 sqm Cambodia Brewery Ltd. (Heineken) Phnom Penh, Cambodia
 11.500 sqm Khmer Brewery Ltd. Phnom Penh, Cambodia

 1.600 sqm Belize Brewing Belize City, Belize
 5.600 sqm Backus Brewery Lima, Peru
 1.200 sqm Avery Brewery Boulder, CO, USA
	 500	sqm	 Dogfish	Brewery	 Milton,	DE,	USA
 5.300 sqm Sierra Nevada Brewery Mills River, NC, USA
 2.000 sqm New Belgium Breweries Fort Collins, CO, USA
 4.200 sqm AB-Inbev St. Louis, MI, USA
 700 sqm Golden Road Brewing  Los Angeles, CA, USA
   4.000 sqm St Arnolds Brewery Houston, TX; USA
 
BEVERAGE INDUSTRY - Soft Drink, Juice, Wine  
 2.500 sqm Distillery Bauer Graz, Austria
 12.000 sqm Rauch Friut Juices Nüziders, Austria
 3.800 sqm Coca Cola Minsk, Belarus
 3.500 sqm Coca Cola Gent, Belgium
 1.450 sqm Coca Cola Prague, Czech Republic
 2.300 sqm Champagne Laurent Perrier Tours-sur-Marne, France
 1.800 sqm Coca Cola Edmonton, Great Britain
 2.000 sqm Refresco Bodegraven, Netherlands
 4.000 sqm Coca Cola Niepolomice, Poland
 5.500 sqm Pepsi Domodedovo, Russia
 2.500 sqm Rauch Fruit Juices Koceljeva, Serbia
 2.800 sqm Vega Sicilia Wine Valbuena de Duero, Spain
 1.700 sqm Refresco Iberia Marcilla, Spain
 6.400 sqm Coca Cola Kiev, Ukraine

 16.000 sqm Juhayna Fruit Juices 6th of October City, Egypt
 4.500 sqm Alifard Co. (Sunnich) Tehran, Iran
 17.500 sqm Dina Food Group Mashhad, Iran 
 2.600 sqm National Canned Food Subhan, Kuwait
 2.400 sqm Atlas Bottling Company Oujda, Maroc
 4.600 sqm Aujan Fruit Juices Dammam, Saudi Arabia
 6.750 qm Ceres Fruit Juices Johannesburg, South Africa

 5.700 sqm Mai Ton Food & Drink Bangkok, Thailand
 6.700 sqm Oishi Beverages Bangkok, Thailand
 2.500 sqm Pepsi  Shenzen, China

 800 sqm Jus de Fruits Caraibes Baie-Mahault, Guadeloupe
 1.030 sqm Coca Cola Maspeth, NY, USA
 
SUPERMARKETS  
 10.000 sqm Hofer Austria
 800.000 sqm Aldi Stores Germany, Switzerland, UK, 
   Ireland, Australia
 10.000 sqm Match Market Luxemburg
 40.000 sqm Willy:s / Axfood Sweden
 20.000 sqm ICA Sweden



Argelith Ceramic Tiles, Inc. 
103 N. 11th Avenue, Suite 204 · St. Charles, IL 60174
Phone : 630.444.0665 · Fax: 630.444.0667 
info@argelithus.com · www.argelith.com GI
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